
12/10/2012 02:30 Please talk about the 144,000 strands of DNA
How long does it take?
It can happen overnight, like yeast growth can do.
How do we know it's working?
Technology doesn't exist yet to measure junk DNA.
When you achieve 144,000 DNA strands, can you stop taking
RNA drops?
Yes but it's food. Why would you want to?
RNA Drops changes your set up; no limitations.

09:05 More calm.
Less sleep disturbances.
More energy.

11:47 Candida Issues
Do what has worked for you in the past.
On RNA Drops help you transition physically.
RNA Drops coupled with yeast creates improvements.
Lymphatic system is stimulated to wake up.
Different definition of candida.

Candida reaction to too much synthetic food in your diet.
Goal is to have organisms in good balance.
What about teeth?
Have testimonials that enamel grows back.
Also, cracks fill in.
Expect to see more of this over time.

22:10 Can RNA Drops help heroin addiction.
No testimonials about heroin addiction yet.

to.
Do have a testimonial on positive effects of RNA Drops
on alcoholism and liver disease.
Gentleman said RNA Drops not doing a lot at the moment.
Total Biology would say you are arguing for your limitations.
Take your mind out of the picture.

24:00 Biggest misconception is what you expect will happen.
Take RNA Drops expecting miracles but don't be specific.

1. Listen to the words and messages.
2. Take the RNA Drops.
3. Make a decision as to how far you want to go in your
expansion.
RNA Drops is not just about supplements.

to experience even more.
You are creating new cells. RNA Drops is not a placebo.
Every person's response is individual, unique.
Your mind can block it.

iON words help me a lot. 

iON says candida is desirable; helps with tumors.

People, however, have gotten off meds, when they choose

iON gives the following process that describes RNA Drops:

Completement means you are complete now but want



26:25 Would you please talk about the patent?
RNA Drops has a published patents which means it
passed the application phase.
It's now published on the website.
Government will now look for competition and will
continue to do so forever.
Ongoing process; products always vulnerable.
It's a protection for your product. It doesn't mean it works.
We did the patent to protect the product from the Cored
and government authorities.
We wanted to make full disclosure.
No one knows what is created by I-Cell.
We did full product disclosure for National News.
N-Code Symposium in September, 2012 had 160 genetic

Engage the latent power of the cell. 

Patent says RNA Drops is going to do what it is designed
to do.
RNA Drops communicates new information through
Chromosome 14 through RNA to DNA.
This is all a technical jigsaw puzzle.
The real question is, "Is this going to work for me?"
RNA Drops organize incoherent matter into new double 
helix strands.
Symposium said this was possible but they didn't know how.

The rule of patent is a government rule.
Patent just means no one can take it away.
Drug trials compare a drug to a placebo. Which is better?
Now, they are also comparing two drugs against each other, 
that are supposed to do the same thing. Which is better?
Reason they are going in this direction, placebos did better
than drugs.
This is about transition and change.
We did the free mini so you can try the product first.
I have a friend Nicholas Gonzalez, M.D. a cancer therapist
in NY. He followed the work of Dr. Kelly, a dentist, who
had success with pancreatic cancer.
Dr. Gonzalez trusted the system and went to the NIH for
a grant to put his protocol through testing.
NIH screwed up the whole study; said the product didn't 
work.
Dr. Gonzalez said if you have a working alternative therapy
get outside funding.
The Government is drug-oriented.

experts who talked about junk dna.
It is not junk dna; it's cells and switches.

Symposium talks about histones as a possible engagement.
Patents says RNA Drops engage the histones in this way.

iON guided us in writing our patent.



Studies have a heavy degree of subjective in the digital
reality.
The Good Wife demonstrates tech environment screw-ups.
Dr. Gonzalez's book about his experience is,
"What went wrong?"
Dr. Gonzalez felt betrayed by the NIH. 
The drops are technology.
The consumer makes the technology what it is.

Partners with consumers to help develop potential.
We are not an authority telling people what to do.
This is an offer of unlimited potential, but you choose.
Dr. Dean did her practice in the same way in Toronto.
She engaged her patients in the learning process.
Takes the patient back into the seat of being a creator.
No authority; no limits.
Subjectivity plays into hype.
Studies isolate one experience.
With the many types of experiences with RNA Drops,
you can't do a study.
98% of human creators haven't showed up in form yet.

48:28 Can't get up to full dose.
Pooped; then I can't sleep.

Perhaps change your rule about fatigue.
Drop dose is different for everyone.
For some fatigue goes in and out.
Other report dreaming more.

54:02 Back surgery with titanium screws and plates.
Cortisone shots finally helped her.
Came off pain killers in about a week.

Able to do yoga.
Arthritic pain gone.
Before if I skipped a dose, I'd have detox. 

Perfect cells can process better
Dr. Carolyn said it took her about a year to build up stores.

Reduces calcium.

1:03:57 Food or not with Drops?
Do what resonates with you.

saliva.
Is verbalization more powerful than thoughts?

Think of iPhone development by Apple. Similar.

iON says sleep is travel to a parallel world.

Almost no withdrawal during titrating down.

ReMag provides extra minerals. Helps.

Vit D Shortage - Vit D supplements can constipate.

More Vit D creates overload of calcium.

Sublingual administration of Drops because of lipids in

What about verbilization if you live alone?
iON says first comes sighted place of reality.



Then, your vibrations set.
After, your thoughts formulate.
Then, you speak the words.
So, there's a visual bias based on what you think you know.
What you see is not real. What you speak is.
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